In celebration of the International Day of the Girl Child, the University of Illinois Press has put together a Girlhood Syllabus to highlight the Press’s commitment to Girlhood Studies and the experiences of girls worldwide. Listed here are University of Illinois Press publications in the field of Girlhood Studies.

Girlhood Studies Books (in order of most recent publication date):

*Hierarchies of Care: Girls, Motherhood, and Inequality in Peru*
by Krista E. Van Vleet available Nov. 2019  

*Defining Girlhood in India: A Transnational History of Sexual Maturity Laws*
by Ashwini Tambe (2019)  
[http://ow.ly/Pth730pxSVy](http://ow.ly/Pth730pxSVy)

*Gamelan Girls: Gender, Childhood, and Politics in Balinese Music Ensembles*
by Sonja Lynn Downing (2019)  
[http://ow.ly/hT8n30pxT5Z](http://ow.ly/hT8n30pxT5Z)

*When the Light Is Fire: Maasai Schoolgirls in Contemporary Kenya*
by Heather D. Switzer (2018)  
[http://ow.ly/yQyS30pxTgf](http://ow.ly/yQyS30pxTgf)

*Black Girlhood in the Nineteenth Century*
by Nazera Sadiq Wright (2016)  

*Sexting Panic: Rethinking Criminalization, Privacy, and Consent*
by Amy Adele Hasinoff (2015)  

*Hear Our Truths: The Creative Potential of Black Girlhood*
by Ruth Nicole Brown (2014)  

*Defining Deviance: Sex, Science, and Delinquent Girls, 1890-1960*
by Michael A. Rembis (2013)  
[http://ow.ly/5w4z30pxTW4](http://ow.ly/5w4z30pxTW4)

*Stolen Bases: Why American Girls Don’t Play Baseball*
by Jennifer Ring (2013)  
[http://ow.ly/sJBg30pxTYc](http://ow.ly/sJBg30pxTYc)

*The Girls’ History and Culture Reader: The Nineteenth Century*

*Sex Goes To School: Girls and Sex Education before the 1960s*
by Susan K. Freeman (2008)  
[http://ow.ly/mg4i30pxU7b](http://ow.ly/mg4i30pxU7b)
Journal Articles (alphabetical order of journal):


In *Polish American Studies*, “Scouting for Identity: Recruiting Daughters to Save the Traditional Polish Family During the Interwar Years” by Lori A. Matten.  http://ow.ly/AmmW30pDHfw


